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Abstract 

Healthcare is underutilized technology, i.e., improving the delivery of patient concern. Today, so many organizations use paper 

medical records and handwritten notes to inform and reach conclusions. In this million we receive digital data; by using this we 

construct a conversation in between departments and applicants. This is nothing but implement the health care using the cloud. In 

this paper, we discuss what is cloud and how to adopt or using this cloud for health care and also we discuss service models of 

cloud (i.e, yes, SaaS, PaaS) and deliver models of cloud and some cloud challenges in healthcare and Benefits of Cloud Adoption 

for Health Care.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The health care industry has traditionally underutilized technology as a way of amending the delivery of patient concern. Even 

today, organizations still rely on paper medical records and handwritten notes to inform and reach conclusions. Digital data is 

sold between departments and applications, creating access to a patient's longitudinal record difficult, if not inconceivable. This 

want of access costs the healthcare industry millions of dollars each year in duplication and waste. Sharing of patient information 

among clinicians, departments and even patients is uncommon and complex. A hospital's reliance on vendors to "knit" together 

their diverse technologies [2] leads to expensive and unproven data experiments that go wrong to bear the required results. 

Several states have come on this matter in different ways, from the central national clearinghouse (UK) to regional health centers 

(Canada) to more granular health information exchanges; all are realized with various levels of success. Those states that have 

skipped over paper books and started with diagnostic imaging seem to give birth had more success in a limited way but have yet 

to achieve success with the larger parts of the patient record. 

Most providers, IT departments are accustomed to traditional engineering sciences that require licensed software platforms, 

and elaborate and hardware-heavy infrastructures supported by a great staff. The staff members need to be experts in all areas of 

IT, including hardware, software, networking, backup and archiving. As new technologies [2] are inserted, the requirements on 

the IT infrastructure start to press the boundaries of the promised efficiencies. While groundbreaking in concept, government 

incentives simply don't cover enough of the true costs of overhauling legacy equipment and modernizing a facility. 

As electronic health records, PACS and advanced clinical systems are developing and becoming more prominent, current 

computer memory resources are extended. The execution of a digital pathology system alone could put pet’s byte-level demands 

on the current infrastructure at once. Execution time of these projects is consumed with ensuring the back-end technologies are 

properly configured and running, often bringing the focus away from the clinical aspects of the applications and the attention 

users need. Reducing this implementation time is critical to a facility's ability to adjust rapidly to varying needs and the first 

appearance of novel applications. 

Patients today are more adept advocates for their own health maintenance; they are more trained to their diseases and 

increasingly need access to the latest technologies [2]. At the same time, they seek the best care at the best price and are willing 

to look into their choices. As a effect, demands for access to personal patient records are increasing and organizations need to 

keep improving. When citizens can access bank accounts from anywhere in the world, draw money, get balances and make 

payments, it is tough for them to see why they cannot have universal access to their secure health data. The movie is not all doom 

and gloom, even so, as many facilities have recognized these challenges and still offer top-notch care. Many developed nations 

are establishing healthcare data clearing houses or data centers that can help make data more portable. Canada has established 

diagnostic imaging repositories across the rural area with proven benefits to both patient care and cost savings. Countries 

everywhere continue to clothe in new technology that will improve patient care. 

And this is where cloud computing [1] can help push the diligence. CDW's study (referenced above) proved that 37% of health 

maintenance providers have cloud adoption in their strategic plans, 22% are in5 the planning stages and 25% are in the midst of 

going through. Just 5% have already embraced cloud computing, but they have realized an average of 20% savings on 

implementing applications. The following measure is to move more clinically focused applications into the swarm. 
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 The Cloud: What Is It? 

Thither are many definitions of the swarm and the massive marketing efforts have somewhat hidden the realities of what cloud 

computing is [1]. The cloud is much more than simply a fiscal example. Cloud technologies can be pitched in different ways and 

in several formats. It is significant to recognize what an organization's cloud strategy is expected to carry out, in parliamentary 

procedure to find the service and deployment model that is best suited for the system. 

II. SERVICE MODELS 

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): 

IaaS provides an establishment with the infrastructure required to operate its commercial enterprise. This may include 

networking, computing resources, such as servers or storage, and staffing expertise. Typically in these instances, the system 

holds the operating system, applications and frameworks [4]. For instance, a hospital may apply the cloud for diagnostic imaging 

disaster recovery (see Figure 1). The facility takes in its own PACS and archive, but it purchases storage and web services to 

route a copy of data to the cloud provider in event of lost data. The cloud service provider has little interaction with the daily 

events at the hospital and access to this information is limited to an as-needed basis in the face of tragedy. 

 
Fig. 1: Infrastructure as a Service Healthcare Model 

 Platform as a Service (PaaS): 

PaaS is a service model whereby users manage the applications deployed, but not the underlying infrastructure. This is more 

common in developing software applications [6] where engineers have access to development tools, databases and middleware 

as well as infrastructure software. Health care providers with IT development staff may leverage this model to produce a local 

electronic medical record (see Figure 2). 

 
Fig. 2: Platform as a Service Healthcare Model 

 Software as a Service (SaaS): 

SaaS becomes a model for healthcare providers to quickly adopt new technologies without excessive capital costs or readiness 

efforts (see Figure 3). SaaS provides users with remote access to the application, usually through a WWW browser. Facilities 

need not care about storage or application management as only specific parameters are enabled for the user. Digital pathology, 

PACS or even email could be utilized through the cloud, where the formation would only compensate for the use of the 

application: a pay-per-study or gigabyte model. SaaS can be rapidly deployed and used without the demand for any capital 

outlays, achieving maximum uptime and benefit from the technology. 
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Fig. 3: Software as a Service Healthcare Model 

The above service models speak to what can be delivered in a cloud and they also denote the cost to a customer — typically 

increasing as the complexity or demands increase. Only the models can also be deployed in a way that offers varying levels of 

mastery. 

III. DELIVERY MODELS 

The cloud can be delivered in a variety of different models, each utilized in a specific environment [5] and delivering different 

benefits to the user. Through these delivery models, health care facilities can choose which services [3] best suit their 

requirements, be it disaster recovery or application deployment. With each model, there are benefits and associated risks that 

need to be taken in the facility's cloud strategy. 

 Public Cloud Deployment: 

A public cloud is the most cost-effective model of deployment, as economies of scale are maximized. The public cloud is open to 

the general public and is completely managed by the cloud service provider. Users will typically purchase the use of an 

application [6] from a public cloud provider. Examples of public cloud are Amazon.com or salesforce.com. Users upload their 

data into this perfect environment [5]. The hosts, storage and networking are shared among all subscribers and the applications 

are presented over the Internet. Public cloud deployments are more speculative, as they are open to anyone, and perception is that 

security and privacy breaches are predominant with public clouds. Disaster recovery for healthcare systems could be well-suited 

to a public cloud model, equally there are limited access points to the data, storage is more price-effectively managed and access 

is only in the event of emergency (see Figure 4). Mission-critical systems do not need to rely on this data and so service level 

agreements (SLAs) can be minimal. 

 
Fig. 4: Public Cloud Architecture 

 Community Cloud Deployment: 

A community cloud is a public cloud on a smaller plate (see Figure 5). It will assist several organizations that hold a peculiar 

community of users. For example a Linux community cloud would enable developers to share tools common to Linux 

development. The system would not need to outlay the capital that would otherwise be taken to buy a traditional software license 

and they would entirely compensate for the use of the software as it was practiced by the developers. The same dangers are 

linked with community cloud as with public cloud, then consideration of security and secrecy are important with community 
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clouds. In the past, some marketers have provided disaster recovery and long-term archiving of medical images through a 

community cloud-based model. 

 
Fig. 5: Community Cloud Architecture 

 Hybrid Cloud Deployment: 

A hybrid cloud combines 2 or more clouds, only they remain unique entities. A hybrid cloud deployment will share technology, 

but the information, applications, and so on, will be kept apart. The use of tenants and namespaces provides separation of users 

while operating along the same "box." Health care providers may deploy a hybrid cloud for disaster recovery of diagnostic 

images or clinical systems (see Figure 6). Use of hybrid cloud introduces less risk to organizations, as participants are more 

mindful of who is using the services [3]. Increased levels of mastery over the data are more manifest in a hybrid model, as 

applications keep a level of separation between facilities while utilizing economies of scale in the base. 

 
Fig. 6: Hybrid Cloud Model 

 Private Cloud Deployment: 

Private clouds are simply that: a private cloud model that is controlled by a single governing body. The technology [3] resides 

within an organization's own data center, and they are able to deploy the resources as needed to the different sections. Private 

clouds are expected to be the most likely model adopted by healthcare providers, until such time that cloud providers have 

demonstrated how to master the many challenges related with other cloud models [7]. With private clouds the ability to handle 

and contain sensitive patient information remains inside the system (see Figure 7). Private clouds are more expensive, as 

economies of scale are pretty lost; however, confidence in deployment is higher. This trade-off must be considered every bit part 

of the cloud strategy. 

 
Fig. 7: Private Cloud Architecture 
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IV. CLOUD CHALLENGES IN HEALTHCARE 

We have demonstrated that health care lags behind other industries with regard to technology adoption, and covering the cloud is 

certainly in that class. Health care providers face many challenges as they look into moving to a cloud model [7]. Once these 

challenges have been satisfied, cloud technology will become less a query of "if" and more a question of "when." 

 Privacy Challenges: 

Privacy and security rank at the pinnacle of the list of reasons for slow adoption rates. Putting personal health information into a 

3rd-party, remote data center raises red flags where patient privacy laws are concerned. The possibility that patient information 

could be misplaced, misused or fall into the wrong hands affects adoption. What recourse does an organization have should a 

cloud provider lose data? It has come about, and it holds the potential to be a really expensive problem to solve. Violation of 

patient confidentiality carries heavy fines, including the substantial costs of recovery and patient notification. A possible result is 

a private cloud model. In this example the data still resides at the customer data center and a certain degree of control still exists 

for organizations to manage patient privacy. The system can also guarantee that the data center complies with certain measures, 

such as NIST [8] 800-146 Cloud Computing [7] Synopsis and Recommendations2. This model may be more expensive, but 

security and privacy are more visible. 

 Security Challenges: 

This may be a moot point where healthcare providers are concerned. One of the benefits of cloud technology is the ability to 

access resources that would otherwise be unachievable. A cloud provider will have security experts deploying the latest patches 

and software to its data center. Safe access to the physical property will be well guarded, and many policies, processes and 

mechanisms will be in place to assure information protection. Add to that the fact that some applications running through the 

cloud will store all their information in the swarm. This implies there is no protected health info 

(PHI) residing on hospital computers, which is a more secure place than today's current environment. Health and human services 

studies show that PHI violations have come from the theft of computers taken from facilities, loading piers and even physicians' 

vehicles. These thefts were more for the data processor and less for the PHI. This brings up the question: Wouldn't it be safer to 

accept everything in the swarm? 

 Benefits of Cloud Adoption for Health Care: 

While many challenges have led to the slow adoption of the cloud, there are equally as many benefits for suppliers to adopt this 

new technology across the enterprise. These benefits encompass both business and clinical fields. In today's world of cost 

cutting, many facilities must demonstrate clinical benefit in society to justify expenditures, and the cloud technologies are 

potential tools to cause exactly that. 

 Clinical Benefits: 

The single biggest clinical benefit that cloud technology can offer is access to applications that were previously unachievable. 

For instance, the implementation of digital pathology, managed through cloud services, receives a huge clinical impact on an 

arrangement. The governing body can roll out a avail that would have cost millions just for the storage alone, but now can pay 

for it as they practice it. Access to pathologists who previously were reachable only near centers of excellence means that remote 

facilities can extend new services to the local patient population, relying on remote experts to render their diagnoses. Patient care 

can be ameliorated by supplying this help through the cloud faster and more efficiently. Since patients don't need to move, 

waiting lists are more well managed as more patients can receive the same trials in more locations with a larger availability of 

experts. These same experts can access patient data remotely and on demand through the Internet via a variety of linked devices. 

Doctors can review the latest diagnostic results from household and perhaps decide that the patient can be dispatched 

immediately, rather than wait for their afternoon rounds. 

Collaboration between researchers or physicians and allied health professionals suddenly becomes a reality, as patient 

information is centrally located and accessible to authorized users. Patient data is now being shared between health professionals, 

regardless of location, allowing for better-informed conclusions. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Even though cloud computing in healthcare is of growing interest only few successful implementations yet exist and many 

papers just use the term “cloud” synonymously for “using virtual machines” or “network-based” with no described benefits of 

the cloud paradigm. The greatest menace to the adoption in the healthcare field is done by involving external cloud partners: 

many issues of data safety and security are still to be worked out. Until then, cloud computing [1] is favored more for singular, 

individual features such as elasticity, yield-per-use and extensive network access, rather than as the cloud paradigm on its own. 
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